
 

  St. Saviour’s RC Primary School   
 

Autumn Term Parent Planner 2020/21 
  

Class: 2  
 

Teacher: Mrs Brown 
 

Teaching Assistant: Mrs Dummett  
 

PE Day: Mondays & Fridays 
 

Dear parents and carers, …….Welcome back to a new school year. I am looking forward to teaching your children and meeting you. If you have any 
concerns at anytime please come and see me.  We have a lot of new things to learn in Year 2. Please make sure ALL your childs uniform and P.E kit are 
labelled clearly with their name and class. Thanking you for all your support. 

 

Landmarks 
 

London’s Burning 

ICT:  The children will begin to understand that 
computers and other digital devices are used to 
send messages and communicate. They will also 
begin to understand ways to stay safe online and 
who to turn to for help. The children will also begin 
to create their own set of Algorithms to follow and 
finish a task. 

Humanities:  The children will be comparing 
London now  to London in 1666 .They will also look 
at the events in the history of London from Roman 
times to present day. They will become familiar 
with London’s landmarks. In Geography they will 
begin to learn and know the countries that make up 
the UK and look at some physical maps of London. 

 

Religious Education: 
The children will be looking at The 
Creation story. They will also begin to 
understand the signs and symbols of 
Baptism and Confirmation. Also looking 
forward and preparing for Advent. 

 

Science: Everyday Materials/Seasons 
Children will look at materials used in 
different types of buildings in London. 
Then compare building materials from 
long ago. The children will test a variety 
of materials and also identify why certain 
materials are used for their properties. 
 
 

English:  
In Literacy we will be looking at Samuel Pepys 
Diary and a range of poems. The children will be 
looking at newspapers and their features and 
using this to write about the Great Fire of London 
in our “London Town” topic. 
 
 

Maths: 
The children will be counting on and back from any 
number in twos, fives and tens. They will be 
understanding Place Value of numbers, solving 
money problems, reading clock times, recognising 
2D and 3D shapes and their properties. Also using 
the numberline in addition and subtraction. 
 

PE: 
Team and ball games. Gymnastics. 

 

Homework: 
Homework is given out every Wednesday and must 
be returned on the Wednesday of the following 
week. Spellings to learn will be sent out every 
Monday, then there will be a test on Fridays. Hear 
your child read regularly. Handwriting will be 
practised. 
 

Art & DT: 
Children to investigate colour mixing and rubbings 
in Art. Linked to science with Materials, design a 

bridge to cross the Thames. 
 

Music: 
Recognising and playing short and long sounds. 
Playing a range of instruments. 

 

Computing: 
Understanding and using technology 
safely.  


